We offer a new approach to a definition of an equivariant version of the Poincaré series. This Poincaré series is defined not as a power series, but as an element of the Grothendieck ring of G-sets with an additional structure. We compute this Poincaré series for natural filtrations on the ring of germs of functions on the plane (C 2 , 0) with a finite group representation.
Introduction
The notion of the Poincaré series of a multi-index filtration (say on the ring of germs of functions on a variety) was introduced in [4] . It can be expressed as an integral with respect to the Euler characteristic (duly defined) over the projectivization of the space of germs of functions (see e.g. [1] ). For some natural multi-index filtrations on the ring of germs of functions the Poincaré series are related with topological invariants of singularities. For example the Poincaré series of the multi-index filtration on the ring O C 2 ,0 of germs of functions in two variables defined by orders of a function on branches of a plane curve singularity tends to coincide with the Alexander polynomial (in several variables) of the corresponding link: see e.g. [1] . An equivariant version of the Poincaré series (for an action of a finite group G) was defined in [2] . For universal Abelian covers of rational surface singularities the equivariant Poincaré series was computed in [3] . A. Némethi has found that the equivariant Poincaré series of Abelian covers of surface singularities are connected with computation of Seiberg-Witten invariants of their links: [7] . The equivariant Poincaré series in [2] is defined as an integral with respect to the Euler characteristic over the projectivization of the union of subspaces of equivariant functions (with respect to one-dimensional representations of the group). Thus it takes into account only one-dimensional representations ignoring all others. Therefore it seems to be better adjusted for Abelian groups. Nevertheless even in this case it ignores some important information. For example it does not define, in general, the usual (non-equivariant) Poincaré series.
Here we offer a new approach to a definition of an equivariant version of the Poincaré series. This Poincaré series is defined not as a power series, but as an element of the Grothendieck ring of G-sets with an additional structure. (This Grothendieck ring, in a natural way, is isomorphic to the series ring Z[[t 1 , . . . , t r ]] for the case of the trivial group.) The idea to define equivariant analogues of (numerical) invariants as elements of the Grothendieck ring of G-sets was used, for example, in [6, 5] where an equivariant analogue of the Lefschetz number was defined as an element of the Burnside ring which coincides with the Grothendieck ring of finite G-sets.
We compute the equivariant Poincaré series for natural filtrations on the ring of germs of functions on the plane (C 2 , 0) with a finite group representation. In this cases the expressions for the equivariant Poincaré series are of A'Campo type, i.e. this Poincaré series are products/ratios of binomials of the form (1 − U) for some "irreducible" elements U.
Equivariant Poincaré series
Let (V, 0) be a germ of a complex analytic variety with an action of a finite group G. The group G acts on the ring O V,0 of germs of functions on (V, 0):
, the function v is a valuation.) A multi-index filtration of the ring O V,0 is defined by a collection v 1 , . . . , v r of order functions: 
(if the right hand side makes sense in the group A; otherwise the function ψ is not integrable).
In the same way one can define cylindric sets, their Euler characteristics and the integral with respect to the Euler characteristic for the factor PO V,0 /G of the space PO V,0 by an action of a finite group G which respects the filtration by the powers of the maximal ideal.
The (usual) Poincaré series of the multi-index filtration (1) can be defined as We shall define an equivariant version of the Poincaré series of the filtration (1) as an element of the Grothendieck ring of sets with an additional structure.
• X A is a G-set, i.e. a set with a G-action;
• w A is a function on X A with values in Z r ≥0 ;
• α A associates to each point x ∈ X A a one-dimensional representation α A x of the isotropy subgroup G x = {a ∈ G : ax = x} of the point x;
satisfying the following conditions:
2) for any w ∈ Z r ≥0 the set {x ∈ X A : w A (x) ≤ w} is finite.
All (locally finite) (G, r)-sets form an Abelian semigroup in which the sum is defined as the disjoint union. Let the Cartesian product A×B of two (G, r)-sets A and B be the triple where X A×B = X A × X B with the natural action of the group G, w
y . This makes the semigroup of (G, r)-sets a semiring. The unit 1 is represented by the one-point set X 1 = { * } with w 1 ( * ) = 0 and α 1 * = 1. Let K 0 ((G, r) −sets) be the Grothendieck ring of (locally finite) (G, r)-sets, i.e. the Grothendieck group corresponding to the semigroup described above with the multiplication defined by the Cartesian product.
Example. For the trivial group G = {e}, the ring K 0 ((G, r) − sets) is isomorphic to the ring Z[[t 1 , . . . , t r ]] of power series where t i is the one-point set
is at the i-th place.
Remarks.
be the subring of the Grothendieck ring K 0 ((G, r) − sets) generated by elements with the trivial action of the group G. Let R(G) be the ring of representations of the group G and let R 1 (G) be its subring generated by one-dimensional representations. The ring K ′ 0 in a natural way is isomorphic to the ring R 1 (G)[[t 1 , . . . , t r ]] of power series with coefficients in the ring R 1 (G). This is just the ring where the equivariant Poincaré series defined in [2] lives.
2. For an arbitrary group G, one can choose a system of elements which generates (after completion) the ring K 0 ((G, r) − sets). This identifies the Grothendieck ring K 0 ((G, r) − sets) with the ring of series in several variables modulo certain relations. However this is somewhat artificial.
Example. Let G = Z 2 and let r = 1. A natural set of (multiplicative) generators of the Grothendieck ring K 0 ((G, r) − sets) consists of the following elements:
One can see that t Let again the filtration {J(v)} be defined by the order functions v 1 , . . . , v r by (1) . For an element f ∈ PO V,0 , that is for a function germ defined up to a constant factor, let G f be the isotropy subgroup of the corresponding point of PO V,0 :
One can formally define T f to be equal to zero in this case. (This is an analogue of the assumption t +∞ = 0 in the definition of the usual Poincaré series.) Let us consider T : f → T f as a function on PO V,0 /G with values in the Grothendieck ring K 0 ((G, r) − sets). One can see that this function is cylindric. This follows from the condition that the filtration {J(v)} is finitely determined. Moreover, the function T is obviously integrable (with respect to the Euler characteristic). Definition: The equivariant Poincaré series P G {v i } of the filtration {J(v)} is defined by
Example. Let F G ⊂ PO V,0 be the set of fixed points of the action of the group G on PO V,0 . One has F G /G ∼ = F G and F G consists of classes of functions equivariant with respect to the G-action: 
Remark. Another situation when Equation 2 (and thus Statement 2) holds is when the set {v i } is G-invariant, i.e. contains all shifts v ig of its elements v i for g ∈ G:
2 The equivariant Poincaré series for filtrations on O C 2 ,0
Let π : (X , D) → (C 2 , 0) be a modification of the plane (C 2 , 0) by a G-invariant sequence of blowing-ups. This means that the action of G on the plane C 2 lifts to an action on the smooth surface X and the exceptional divisor D = π −1 (0) (a normal crossing divisor on X ) is invariant with respect to the G-action. At each intersection point x of two components of the exceptional divisor D, each of these components is invariant with respect to the isotropy subgroup G x = {a ∈ G : ax = x} of the point x. All components E σ (σ ∈ Γ) of the exceptional divisor D are isomorphic to the complex projective line CP 1 . Let 
Moreover, in what follows we assume that the germ h x is fixed this way for one point x of each G-orbit and is defined by h ax = ah x a −1 for other points of the orbit.
Let {Ξ} be a stratification of the space (in fact of a smooth curve) D ( D = Ξ) such that: 1) each stratum Ξ is connected;
2) for each point x ∈ Ξ and for each point x from its preimage p −1 ( x), the conjugacy class of the isotropy subgroup G x of the point x is the same, i.e. depends only on the stratum Ξ.
The last is equivalent to say that, over each stratum Ξ, the map p :
For a component E σ of the exceptional divisor D, let v σ be the corresponding divisorial valuation on the ring O C 2 ,0 : for f ∈ O C 2 ,0 , v σ (f ) is the order of zero of the lifting f • π of the function f along the component E σ . Let {1, . . . , r} be a subset of Γ, and let v 1 , . . . , v r be the corresponding divisorial valuations. They define the multi-index filtration (1).
For a point x ∈
• D , let T x be the element of the Grothendieck ring K 0 ((G, r)− sets) defined by T x = T hx where h x is a G x -equivariant function defining a curvette at the point x. The element T x is well-defined. i.e. does not depend on the choice of the function h x . One can see that the element T x is one and the same for all points from the preimage of a stratum Ξ and therefore it will be denoted by T Ξ .
Proof. Let Y be the configuration space of effective divisors on 
where 
There is the natural map q : Y → Y which sends the orbit of a point
, where x i = p(x i ) is the orbit of the point
the product of the orbits Gx i , p(x i ) = x i , with the natural action of the group
One has
Using the well-known equation
Let us fix an arbitrary V ∈ Z r ≥0 and let us prove Equation (3) up to elements in the ring K 0 ((G, r) − sets) represented by triples (X A , w A , α A ) with
A . This will imply Equation (3) itself. For that we can suppose that the modification π : (X , D) → (C 2 , 0) is such that, for any f ∈ O C 2 ,0 with v(f ) ≤ V , the strict transform of the curve {f = 0} intersects the exceptional divisor D only at smooth points. This can be achieved by an additional G-invariant series of blowing-ups of intersection points of components of the exceptional divisor. Such additional blowing-ups add, to the stratification {Ξ} of To compute the integral of the function T over PO V C 2 ,0 /G, we shall, for each point y ∈ Y , construct a point f y in I −1 ( y) (i.e. the orbit of a function) so that T f y = T ( y) and the complement I −1 ( y) \ {f y } is fibred into C * -families with the function T constant along fibres. This implies that
and the Fubini formula applied to the map I gives (up to terms under consideration)
The isotropy subgroup of f y in PO C 2 ,0 coincides with the isotropy subgroup of y and therefore
The strict transforms of the curves {g = 0} and {f y = 0} intersect the exceptional divisor D at the same points with the same multiplicities. Therefore the ration ψ = g • π f y • π of the liftings g • π and f y • π of the functions g and f y to the space X of the modification has neither zeros no poles on the exceptional divisor D and thus is constant on it. Therefore (multiplying g by a constant) one can assume that the ratio ψ is equal to 1 on Let π : (X , D) → (C 2 , 0) be a G-invariant embedded resolution of the curve C. This means that X is a smooth complex surface with an action of the group G commuting with π, π is a proper complex analytic map which is an isomorphism outside of the exceptional divisor D = π −1 (0), the total transform π −1 (C) of the curve C is a normal crossing divisor on X (and therefore D is a normal crossing divisor as well), and moreover, at each intersection point x of two components of the total transform π −1 (C) of the curve C, each of these components is invariant with respect to the isotropy subgroup G x = {a ∈ G : ax = x} of the point x. This resolution can be obtained from (C 2 , 0) by a (G-invariant) sequence of blowing-ups at points in the preimage of the origin. 
